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When the Iron Bird Flies
Duke University Press
Complete operational
account of the dangerous
and deadly missions that
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covert operation in which
US commandos went
behind enemy lines and
were captured, killed, or
returned with false
information.
A History of Modern
Tibet, Volume 3 Hay
House, Inc
An overall view of the
Tibetan civilization, both
ancient and modern Tibet.
This book relates
developments in Tibet to
those in the rest of Asia.
Confessions of a
Tibetan Warrior Virgin
Books Limited

This book reveals that TseringRoutledge
Forbidden Memory Hachette UK
the roots of modern
Tibetan literature grow "These extraordinary memoirs
dictated by a key figure in the
in the rich and fertile
history of 20th century Sinosoil of Tibet’s oral and Tibetan relations are essential
literary traditions,
reading for all interested in
rather than in the 1980s understanding this important
as current scholarship subject. The founder of the
Tibetan Communist Party recalls
presents.
How America Lost the
Secret War in North
Vietnam Edwin Mellen
Press
The Struggle for
Modern Tibet: The
Autobiography of
Tashi TseringThe
Autobiography of
Tashi

vividly his personal role in the
epic struggle of the Tibetan
people over tradition and
modernity, and the hopes,
betrayals and tragedies that have
marked it. The idealism, honesty
and courage that have defined his
life are in full evidence in this
gripping personal
narrative."—John L. Holden,
President, National Committee
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on U.S.-China Relations "This is
one of the great untold stories of
modern Tibet. Phüntso Wangye
is a man who has never stopped
fighting for his people, and the
story of his life is both
heartbreaking and inspiring, and
essential for understanding what
has happened in Tibet since the
1930s. Tibetan history has never
before been as exciting to read as
it is here."—John Ackerly,
President, International
Campaign for Tibet

Dalai Lama without
Lord Chamberlain, the United
understanding what happened States, and Taiwan. And in
in the 1950’s. The third
Tibet, Fan Ming, the acting
volume in Melvyn Goldstein's head of the CCP’s office in
History of Modern Tibet series, Lhasa, launched the "Great
The Calm before the Storm,
Expansion," which recruited
examines the critical years of
many thousands of Han Cadres
1955 through 1957. During this to Lhasa in preparation for
period, the Preparatory
beginning democratic reforms,
Committee for a Tibet
only to be stopped decisively by
Autonomous Region was
Mao Zedong’s "Great
inaugurated in Lhasa, and a
Contraction" which sent them
major Tibetan uprising
back to China and ended talk
The Struggle for Modern
occurred in Sichuan Province. of reforms in Tibet for the
Tibet: The Autobiography of Jenkhentsisum, a Tibetan anti- foreseeable future. In Volume
Tashi Tsering Lexington Books communist émigré group,
III, Goldstein draws on neverIt is not possible to fully
emerged as an important player before seen Chinese
understand contemporary
with secret links to Indian
government documents,
politics between China and the Intelligence, the Dalai Lama’s published and unpublished
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memoirs and diaries, and
invaluable in-depth interviews
with important Chinese and
Tibetan participants (including
the Dalai Lama) to offer a new
level of insight into the events
and principal players of the
time. Goldstein corrects factual
errors and misleading
stereotypes in the history, and
uncovers heretofore unknown
information on the period to
reveal in depth a nuanced
portrait of Sino-Tibetan
relations that goes far beyond
anything previously imagined.

Spies and Commandos
Random House India
This autobiography of a

Tibetan nationalist with a
Cultural Revolution when he
burning desire to reform and was charged as an American
modernize the old society
spy and imprisoned. Finally
presents for the first time a exonerated, Tashi became a
personal portrait of Tibet
professor of English at Tibet
that is realistic -- neither a
University and went on to
feudal hell, as Beijing would found in 1985 the first
have it, nor Shangrila, as
English night school in
many sympathetic outsiders Lhasa. Now retired, he
would have it. Tashi's
devotes all his efforts to
moving story, beginning with raising funds to build rural
his humble early
schools in his home province,
circumstances, covers his
where his still illiterate
search for education in Tibet relatives live.
A Buddha in the Land of Snows
and the United States, his
Routledge
return to China/Tibet in
This most current Tibetanearly 1964, and his life in
English dictionary surpasses
China, especially during the existing dictionaries in both scope
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and comprehensiveness.
whipped or beaten by teachers for Tibet University in Lhasa. He now
Tibet, Tibet Univ of California
minor infractions. A heterosexual, raises funds to build schools in
Press
he escaped by becoming a
Tibet's villages, emphasizing
"The mythologising of Tibet in
drombo, or homosexual passive Tibetan language and culture.
the West and the Himalyan
partner and sex-toy, for a wellA Tibetan Revolutionary
state's subsequent abandonment connected monk. After studying at Vintage
to China are recounted in this
the University of Washington, he
This resource revisits the
briskly-paced and revealing new returned to Chinese-occupied
Nyemo incident, which has
history"-Tibet in 1964, convinced that
The Storm Clouds Descend,
Tibet could become a modernized long been romanticised as
the epitome of Tibetan
1955–1957 Verso
society based on socialist,
This captivating autobiography
egalitarian principles only through nationalist resistance against
by a Tibetan educator and former cooperation with the Chinese.
China. The authors show
political prisoner is full of twists
Denounced as a
that far from being a
and turns. Born in 1929 in a
'counterrevolutionary' during
spontaneous battle for
Tibetan village, Tsering
Mao's Cultural Revolution, he
developed a strong dislike of his
was arrested in 1967 and spent six independence, this event was
actually part of a struggle
country's theocratic ruling elite. years in prison or doing forced
As a 13-year-old member of the labor in China. Officially
between rival revolutionary
Dalai Lama's personal dance
exonerated in 1978, Tsering
groups and was not
troupe, he was frequently
became a professor of English at
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ethnically based.
Orphans Of The Cold War
Public Affairs
Recounts the debate
between a Chinese
intellectual and a Tibetan
historian on Tibet's
occupation, sharing their
views on Tibetan history,
China's crackdown on the
resistance movement, and
how the occupation should
be resolved.
Modern Tibetan Literature
and Social Change
Shambhala Publications
In this thoughtful analysis, a
distinguished professor

prisoner after the Tibetan peoples'
uprising of March 10, 1959.
Kh tsun himself was arrested
while defending the Dalai Lama's
summer palace, and after four
The New Tibetan-English
years in prisons and labor camps,
Dictionary of Modern Tibetan he spent close to two decades in
John Murray
Lhasa as a requisitioned laborer
Provides a history of modern
and "class enemy." In this
eloquent autobiography,
Tibet from 1947, providing
Chinese and Tibetan versions Kh tsun describes what life was
like during those troubled years.
of events in many cases and
critiquing Tibets's leadership His account is one of the most
dispassionate, detailed, and
strategy as well as China's
readable firsthand descriptions yet
Tibetan Nation Univ of
published of Tibet under the
California Press
Communist occupation. Kh tsun
Born in 1941, Tubten Kh tsun
talks of his prison experiences as
is a nephew of the Gyatso Tashi
well as the state of civil society
Khendrung, one of the senior
following his release, and he offers
government officials taken
keenly observed accounts of well-

presents a balanced historical
view of the conflict among
the Dalai Lama, Tibet, and
China. Illustrations.
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known events, such as the launch Tibetan insurgents and CIA
of the Cultural Revolution, as well operatives in defense of Tibet
as lesser-known aspects of
against Chinese repression
everyday life in occupied Lhasa. Tsongkhapa Columbia
Since Communist China
University Press
continues to occupy Tibet, the
facts of this era remain obscure, The status of Tibet is one of
the most controversial and
and few of those who lived
through it have recorded their
complex issues in the history
experiences at length. Kh tsun's of modern China. In To the
story will captivate any reader
End of Revolution,
seeking a refreshingly human
Xiaoyuan Liu draws on
account of what occurred during
unprecedented access to the
the Maoists' shockingly brutal
archives of the Chinese
regime.

Republic. Liu details Beijing's
overarching strategy toward
Tibet, the last frontier for the
Communist revolution to
reach. He analyzes how
China's new leaders drew on
Qing and Nationalist legacies
as they attempted to resolve a
problem inherited from their
predecessors. Despite
acknowledging that religion,
ethnicity, and geography
made Tibet distinct, Beijing
Communist Party to offer a nevertheless forged ahead,
A Political History of the
Tibetan Institution of
groundbreaking account of zealously implementing
Reincarnation AMACOM Div Beijing's evolving Tibet
socialist revolution while
American Mgmt Assn
policy during the critical first vigilantly guarding against
Chronicles the efforts of
decade of the People's
real and perceived enemies.
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Artifacts Has Been Largely
Seeking to wait out local
in the contexts of the
opposition before choosing to Communist Party's treatment Destroyed. In Kham, Eastern
Tibet, In Particular, Where
ruthlessly crush Tibetan
of ethnic minorities and
People Retained The Warriorresistance in the late 1950s, China's broader domestic
Like Qualities Of Old, Groups Of
Beijing eventually
and foreign policies in the
Men Banded Together To
incorporated Tibet into its
early Cold War, To the End Oppose The Chinese By Force&.
And I Am Glad That Mikel
sociopolitical system. The
of Revolution is the most
Dunham Has Been Able To Tell
international and domestic detailed account to date of
These Brave Men S Story In This
ramifications, however, are Chinese thinking and acting
Book, Much As They Told It To
felt to this day. Liu offers new on Tibet during the 1950s. Him. His Holiness The Dalai
The Autobiography of Tashi
insight into the Chinese
Lama, From The Foreword In
Communist Party's relations Tsering Random House
The Last Sixty Years, Tibet Has
The Chinese Invasion And
Been So Mythologized And
with the Dalai Lama, ethnic
Occupation Of Tibet Has Been Politicized That The Outside
revolts across the vast
One Of The Great Tragedies.
World Remains Confused About
Tibetan plateau, and the
More Than A Million People
What Really Happened When
suppression of the Lhasa
Have Died As A Result. An
Mao Tse-Tung Invaded In 1950.
Ancient Culture With Its
Rebellion in 1959. Placing
Buddha S Warriors Is The Story
Buildings,
Literature,
And
Beijing's approach to Tibet
Of The Tens Of Thousands Of
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Tibetans Who Violently Resisted Interviewing The Warriors Who Is Thrust Almost Overnight Into
The Bloody Occupation Of Their Fought The Chinese, Collecting The Horrors Of Modern-Day
Country And The Desecration Of Stories That Otherwise Would
Warfare.
All That Was Holy To Them.
Have Been Lost To History. He Trespassers on the Roof of the
From The Farthest Reaches Of
Also Befriended The Cia Officers World Routledge
Tibet Kham, Amdo And Golok Who Trained The Young
Modern Tibetan Literature
The Most Feared Tribes In Asia Tibetans. These Firsthand
and Social Change is the first
Mounted Their Warhorses And Accounts Bring Faces And Deeply
systematic and detailed
Rode Together For The First
Personal Emotions To The
overview of modern Tibetan
Time In History. By Their Side Forefront Of The Ongoing
literature, which has
Were Thousands Of Buddhist
Tragedy Of Tibet. Buddha S
Monks Who Renounced Their
Warriors Is A Sweeping History burgeoned only in the last
thirty years. This
Vows Of Nonviolence, Grabbed Of A Nation And An Ancient
Swords, And In The Name Of
Culture Under Siege. The Saga comprehensive collection
brings together fourteen
Freedom Charged Into Enemy
Of The Tibetan Resistance
pioneering scholars in the
Lines. Tibet S Only Source Of
Movement Is One Of Brave
Outside Help Came From A
Soldiers And Cowardly Traitors, nascent field of Tibetan literary
Small Group Of Cia Agents, Who Courage Against Repression,
studies, including authors who
Secretly Trained And Armed The Buddhism Against Atheism, And, are active in the Tibetan
Freedom Fighters. Author Mikel Ultimately, Of What Happens To literary world itself. These
Dunham Spent Seven Years
An Isolated Civilization When It
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scholars examine the literary
output of Tibetan authors
writing in Tibetan, Chinese,
and English, both in Tibet and
in the Tibetan diaspora. The
contributors explore the
circumstances that led to the
development of modern
Tibetan literature, its
continuities and breaks with
classical Tibetan literary forms,
and the ways that writers use
forms such as magical realism,
satire, and humor to negotiate
literary freedom within the
People’s Republic of China.
They provide crucial
information about Tibetan
writers’ lives in China and

abroad, the social and political remain the norm. Modern
contexts in which they write,
Tibetan Literature and Social
and the literary merits of their Change includes a previously
oeuvre. Along with deep social, unavailable list of modern
cultural, and political analysis, Tibetan works translated into
this wealth of information
Western languages and a
clarifies the complex
comprehensive Englishcircumstances that Tibetan
language index of names,
writers face in the PRC and the subjects, and terms.
diaspora. The contributors
Contributors: Pema Bhum,
consider not only poetry, short Howard Y. F. Choy, Yangdon
stories, and novels but also
Dhondup, Lauran R. Hartley,
other forms of cultural
Hortsang Jigme, Matthew T.
production—such as literary
Kapstein, Nancy G. Lin, Lara
magazines, films, and Web
Maconi, Fran oise Robin,
sites—that provide a public
Patricia Schiaffini-Vedani,
forum in the Tibetan areas of Ronald D. Schwartz, Tsering
the PRC, where censorship and Shakya, Sangye Gyatso (aka
restrictions on public gatherings Gangzhün), Steven J.
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Venturino, Riika Virtanen
Sky Burial Univ of California
Press
A major new work in modern
Tibetan history, this book
follows the evolution of
Tibetan Buddhism's trülku
(reincarnation) tradition from
the seventeenth to the
nineteenth centuries, along
with the Emperor of China's
efforts to control its
development. By illuminating
the political aspects of the
trülku institution, Schwieger
shapes a broader history of the
relationship between the Dalai
Lama and the Emperor of
China, as well as a richer

understanding of the Qing
emperors of China controlled
Dynasty as an Inner Asian
the institution of the Dalai
empire, the modern fate of the Lamas, making a
Mongols, and current Sinogroundbreaking contribution to
Tibetan relations. Unlike other the past and present history of
pre-twentieth-century Tibetan East Asia.
histories, this volume rejects
hagiographic texts in favor of
diplomatic, legal, and social
sources held in the private,
monastic, and bureaucratic
archives of old Tibet. This
approach draws a unique
portrait of Tibet's rule by
reincarnation while shading in
peripheral tensions in the
Himalayas, eastern Tibet, and
China. Its perspective fully
captures the extent to which the
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